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A new formulation of Kapila’s five-equation model for inviscid, non-heat-conducting, com-
pressible two-fluid flow is derived, together with an appropriate numerical method. The
new formulation uses flow equations based on conservation laws and exchange laws only.
The two fluids exchange momentum and energy, for which exchange terms are derived
from physical laws. All equations are written as a single system of equations in integral
form. No equation is used to describe the topology of the two-fluid flow. Relations for
the Riemann invariants of the governing equations are derived, and used in the construc-
tion of an Osher-type approximate Riemann solver. A consistent finite-volume discretiza-
tion of the exchange terms is proposed. The exchange terms have distinct contributions in
the cell interior and at the cell faces. For the exchange-term evaluation at the cell faces, the
same Riemann solver as used for the flux evaluation is exploited. Numerical results are pre-
sented for two-fluid shock-tube and shock-bubble-interaction problems, the former also
for a two-fluid mixture case. All results show good resemblance with reference results.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The research interest in modeling and computing compressible, two-fluid flows is longstanding, as is reflected from the
26-year old review article by Stewart and Wendroff [24], which already contains a wealth of literature on the topic.
These days, to model two-fluid flows, seven-equation models are the most complete. Baer and Nunziato’s [4] is the best
known model in this class. For both fluids, it contains equations for the quantities mass, momentum and energy, already
implying six equations. The seventh equation describes the topology of the flow, e.g., the location and shape of the two-fluid
interface. A more recent seven-equation model has been proposed by Romenski et al. [19]. Important modeling and numer-
ical work on seven-equation models has been done by Saurel and Abgrall [20].
Besides completeness, a seven-equation model also implies complexity, both physically and numerically. Since its general
physics is not always necessary, simpler and more compact models have been proposed and successfully applied. An elegant
hierarchy of reduced models exists, with the numbers of equations ranging from six to three only. Examples of the latter are
the homogeneous equilibrium model [5] and the barotropic model described in [26]. For a clear and compact overview over
existing reduced two-fluid flow models, we refer to [6].
An important class of reduced models is formed by the five-equation models, in which velocity equilibrium and pressure
equilibrium are considered, due to zero relaxation time. Both equilibria are valid across two-fluid interfaces modeled as a. All rights reserved.
: +31 152787077.
, barry.koren@cwi.nl (B. Koren).
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found many applications, a non-exhaustive list of excellent references is [12,3,14,2,21,17]. (Recently, Saurel et al. have even
derived a six-equation model from a five-equation one [22].) Kapila’s five-equation model contains four equations for con-
servative quantities: two for mass (e.g., bulk mass and mass of one of the two fluids), one for bulk momentum, and one for
bulk energy. Like the Baer–Nunziato model, it is also completed by an equation for a non-conservative quantity describing
the flow topology, in the Kapila model, a non-homogeneous convection equation for the volume fraction of one of the two
fluids.
In the present paper, we derive a new formulation of Kapila’s five-equation model. The first four equations are the same as
in Kapila’s five-equation model, our fifth equation, which substitutes the topological equation from Kapila’s formulation, is
new. It is the energy equation for one of the two fluids. In [22], the energy equation for one of the two fluids is also consid-
ered, though in a six-equation context. The advantage of the current new five-equation formulation is that all equations can
now be written in integral form, in a single system. Our fifth equation contains a righthand side that describes the exchange
of energy between the two fluids, in terms of rate of work. Whereas the first four equations are conservation laws, the fifth
equation is an exchange law; it is conservation-law-like though. As a consequence, the entire system allows for a rather
straightforward derivation and application of finite-volume methods and corresponding numerical tools, such as approxi-
mate Riemann solvers. In the current manuscript, an Osher-type approximate Riemann solver is derived for the new five-
equation formulation. For the numerical treatment of the righthand side in the fifth equation, the energy-exchange terms,
use is also made of the just derived approximate Riemann solver.
In differential form, the present formulation is actually identical to Kapila’s. However, in the form in which it is derived,
discretized and solved, the predominant integral form and corresponding finite-volume method, it is different; its fifth equa-
tion is new and consistent with the other four equations.
The contents of the paper is the following. In Section 2, the new five-equation formulation is derived. Most attention is for
the derivation and physical interpretation of the energy-exchange terms. In Section 3, the numerical method for the five-
equation model is presented, with – also here – most attention for the energy-exchange terms. In Section 4, numerical results
are presented, for three shock-tube problems and two standard shock-bubble-interaction problems. Section 5 concludes the
paper.2. New five-equation formulation
2.1. Assumptions
Each of the two fluids is assumed to be mass conservative. They may exchange momentum by exerting forces on each
other, and may exchange energy due to work. The amount of momentum and energy exchange depends on the relaxation
speed of pressure and velocity. An important assumption is instantaneous relaxation of the pressure and the velocity vector,
i.e.,p1 ¼ p2  p; ð1aÞ
u1 ¼ u2  u; ð1bÞwhere the subscripts refer to the two fluids. Assumption (1) prescribes that the pressures and velocity vectors on both sides
of a two-fluid interface are equal. It is the known step to reduce a seven-equation model to a five-equation model, see, e.g.,
[1,20,10,3,14,6]. Further, viscosity and heat conduction are neglected. Since this implies that the two fluids do not exchange
heat, in general, there will be no thermal equilibrium.
2.2. Conservation and exchange laws
Consider a control volume V, which is fixed in space and time. For this volume three physical principles are known: con-
servation of bulk mass, bulk momentum and bulk energy, in integral form written as:@
@t
Z
V
qdV þ
I
S
qu  ndS ¼ 0; ð2Þ
@
@t
Z
V
qudV þ
I
S
qu u  ndSþ
I
S
pndS ¼ 0; ð3Þ
@
@t
Z
V
qEdV þ
I
S
qEu  ndSþ
I
S
pu  ndS ¼ 0: ð4ÞThere can be two fluids in the control volume V. The pressure and velocity are equal over a two-fluid interface, but the den-
sity and total energy do not need to be so; in general q1– q2 and E1– E2. The quantities q and E in Eqs. (2) and (3) are the
bulk density and bulk total energy.
For each fluid separately an equation for mass, momentum and energy can also be written. The mass of each fluid is con-
served. The conservation of, e.g., mass of fluid 1 can be written as
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@t
Z
V1ðtÞ
q1 dV1 þ
I
S1ðtÞ
q1 u uS1
   ndS1 ¼ 0; ð5Þwhere the volume V1(t) and the surface S1(t) are unknown and may vary in time due to a possible motion of the interface
with velocity uS1 . The momentum equation of fluid 1 is not conservative; fluid 2 can exert a force on fluid 1 and vice versa.
We denote the net force per unit of volume exerted on fluid 1 by F. Since F is a result of both fluids, it is integrated over the
total volume V. Hence, the momentum equation of fluid 1 can be written as@
@t
Z
V1ðtÞ
q1udV1 þ
I
S1ðtÞ
q1u u uS1
   ndS1 þ
I
S1ðtÞ
pndS1 ¼
Z
V
FdV : ð6ÞAn expression for F in terms of the existing unknowns will be derived in Section 2.3. There it will also be shown that the
resulting momentum equation of fluid 1 is a dependent equation; it can be directly derived from bulk mass Eq. (2), bulk
momentum Eq. (3) and mass Eq. (5). The cause of this dependence is the assumption that pressure and velocity are equal
over two-fluid interfaces. This is in contrast with the energy equation of fluid 1, which will be independent, because we
do not assume temperature equilibrium.
The force F also contributes to the energy equation of fluid 1 in the form of rate of mechanical work performed per unit of
volume:_WM ¼ F  u: ð7ÞBesides mechanical work, also thermodynamic work may be performed. The rate of thermodynamic work per unit of volume
is denoted by _WT. The energy equation of fluid 1 then becomes:@
@t
Z
V1ðtÞ
q1E1 dV1 þ
I
S1ðtÞ
q1E1ðu uS1 Þ  ndS1 þ
I
S1ðtÞ
pu  ndS1 ¼
Z
V
ð _W M þ _WTÞdV : ð8ÞBesides for F, and hence _WM, in Section 2.3, also for _WT an expression in terms of existing variables will be derived. The ex-
change term
R
V ð _WM þ _WTÞdV is the net rate of work performed by fluid 2 on fluid 1. By applying the divergence theorem to
the surface integrals of Eqs. (5), (6) and (8), the unknown integration parameter S1(t) disappears, still leaving V1(t) as an
unknown.
Several methods exist to find the interface location and thus V1(t). An important class is formed by the level-set methods
– see the archival paper [13] and the monographs [15,23] – which are interface-tracking methods. Interface tracking requires
an extra transport equation. Here we choose the interface-capturing approach. For this purpose, the volume fraction of fluid
1,a ¼ V1
V
; ð9Þis introduced, to enable integration over the volume V instead of over V1(t), simplifying Eqs. (5) and (8) to:@
@t
Z
V
aq1 dV þ
Z
V
r  aq1udV ¼ 0; ð10Þ
@
@t
Z
V
aq1E1 dV þ
Z
V
r  aq1E1udV þ
Z
V
r  apudV ¼
Z
V
ð _W M þ _WTÞdV : ð11ÞThe same kind of equations can be derived for fluid 2, with 1  a the volume fraction of fluid 2. By adding these equations for
fluid 2 to Eqs. (10) and (11), they must result in the bulk Eqs. (2) and (4), implying the following expressions for bulk density
and bulk total energy:q ¼ aq1 þ ð1 aÞq2; ð12Þ
qE ¼ aq1E1 þ ð1 aÞq2E2; ð13Þwith the total energy for each fluid defined asE1 ¼ e1 þ 12u  u; ð14aÞ
E2 ¼ e2 þ 12u  u: ð14bÞThrough the equations of state, the internal energies e1 and e2 can be written as functions of the density of the corresponding
fluid and the pressure:e1 ¼ e1ðq1;pÞ; ð15aÞ
e2 ¼ e2ðq2;pÞ: ð15bÞThe bulk internal energy e is defined byqe ¼ aq1e1 þ ð1 aÞq2e2: ð16Þ
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As soon as the energy-exchange terms _WM and _WT are expressed in terms of already introduced variables (in primitive
form: p, u, q1, q2 and a), the system of equations is closed. In differential form, the practical form for deriving the rate-of-
work terms _WM and _WT, the system reads:@q
@t
þr  ðquÞ ¼ 0; ð18aÞ
@ðquÞ
@t
þr  ðqu uÞ þ rp ¼ 0; ð18bÞ
@ðqEÞ
@t
þr  ðqEuÞ þ r  ðpuÞ ¼ 0; ð18cÞ
@ðaq1Þ
@t
þr  ðaq1uÞ ¼ 0; ð18dÞ
@ðaq1E1Þ
@t
þr  ðaq1E1uÞ þ r  ðapuÞ ¼ _WM þ _WT: ð18eÞThese equations may be cast into the compact form@q
@t
þr  FðqÞ ¼ SðqÞ: ð19Þ2.3. Rate-of-work terms
The derivation of the energy-exchange terms is done for flow solutions for which first-order spatial derivatives are as-
sumed to exist.
2.3.1. Mechanical work
The rate of mechanical work _WM is derived using velocity-equilibrium relation (1b). We start by considering the momen-
tum equation of fluid 1 in differential form:@ðaq1uÞ
@t
þr  ðaq1u uÞ þ rðapÞ ¼ F: ð20ÞHere it already appears that momentum Eq. (20) is a dependent equation, because it does not give new time-derivative infor-
mation; @ðaq1Þ
@t is already described by Eq. (18d), and
@u
@t by (18a) and (18b). The purpose of Eq. (20) is to derive an expression for
the force F.
By expanding (20) and substituting (18d), we get the primitive equationDu
Dt
þ 1
aq1
rðapÞ ¼ 1
aq1
F: ð21ÞThe similar can be done for bulk momentum Eq. (18b); expanding (18b) and substituting (18a), we find:Du
Dt
þ 1
q
rp ¼ 0: ð22ÞEliminating DuDt from (21) and (22), we getF ¼ rðapÞ  aq1
q
rp ¼ praþ ða bÞrp; ð23Þwhere an additional symbol has been introduced, b, the mass fraction of fluid 1,b ¼ aq1
q
: ð24ÞHence, the rate of energy exchange due to mechanical work can be expressed in terms of the existing variables as_WM ¼ pu  raþ ða bÞu  rp: ð25Þ
The two force terms in the righthand side of (23) can still be interpreted.
The term pra is best explained by making a comparison with quasi-1D channel flow, Fig. 1(a). For a channel flow with
variable area, it can be written
A0 p0 A1 p1
x x+dx
fluid 2
fluid 1α 0 p0
x x+dx
α 1 p1
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Similarity between quasi-1D channel flow (a) and the two-fluid flow model (b).
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S
pndS ¼ p1A1  p0A0 
Z 1
0
pdA; ð26Þwith S the closed, red contour. In differential form this becomespndS ¼ dðpAÞ  pdA: ð27Þ
Analogously, in our two-fluid model, Fig. 1(b), we have the forces r(ap) and pra. The former represents the net pressure
force at the two vertical faces, at x and x + dx. The latter is the pressure force acting on the upper (in this example curvilinear)
two-fluid interface in between x and x + dx.
To interpret the term (a  b)rp, consider for example an expansion. Then we know that the pressure drops (dp < 0) and
the velocity rises (du > 0). Newton’s second law of motion tells that the amount of acceleration of each of the two fluids is
inversely proportional to their densities. So when the density of fluid 1 is for instance lower than that of fluid 2, b < a, then
the velocity of fluid 1 tends to become higher than that of fluid 2. The force (a  b)rp, exerted by fluid 2 on fluid 1, prevents
this; it is the force that ensures velocity equilibrium.
2.3.2. Thermodynamic work
For the derivation of the rate of thermodynamic work _WT, and also for further analysis purposes, first some other prim-
itive equations are derived.
2.3.2.1. More primitive equations. With Eqs. (17), (18a) and (22), Eq. (18c) for the bulk energy is rewritten asDe
Dt
þ p
q
r  u ¼ 0: ð28ÞFor the densities q1 and q2, the following two primitive equations hold:Dq1
Dt
þ q1
a
Da
Dt
þ q1r  u ¼ 0; ð29aÞ
Dq2
Dt
 q2
1 a
Da
Dt
þ q2r  u ¼ 0: ð29bÞAnd Eqs. (18a), (18d) and (24) result in the primitive equation for the mass fraction:Db
Dt
¼ 0: ð30ÞHence, the mass fraction is convected with the flow. This is obvious, a fluid blob (possibly containing both fluids) remains to
contain the same fluid particles over time. Finally, with Eqs. (14a), (18d), (22), (24) and (25), from (18e) the following prim-
itive equation is derived for the internal energy e1:De1
Dt
þ p
q1
r  u ¼
_WT
aq1
: ð31aÞSimilarly, for fluid 2 we find:De2
Dt
þ p
q2
r  u ¼ 
_WT
ð1 aÞq2
: ð31bÞ2.3.2.2. Isentropic compressibility relations. Here, non-adiabatic processes, like external heating, are not considered, as are vis-
cosity, heat conduction and discontinuities. Hence, the two fluids flow isentropicly;
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Dt
¼ 0; ð32aÞ
Ds2
Dt
¼ 0: ð32bÞIn [14] these relations follow from a reduction of the seven-equation Baer–Nunziato model.
Eq. (32) allows us to also derive primitive equations for the pressure and volume fraction. The pressure can be expressed
in two independent thermodynamic variables. At first the pressure is expressed as a function of the entropy and the density
of both fluids: p = p(s1,q1), p = p(s2,q2). Taking the total derivative of the pressure and substituting Eq. (32), we getDp
Dt
¼ @p
@q1
 
s1
Dq1
Dt
¼ c21
Dq1
Dt
; ð33aÞ
Dp
Dt
¼ @p
@q2
 
s2
Dq2
Dt
¼ c22
Dq2
Dt
; ð33bÞwith c1 and c2 the speeds of sound of both fluids. With (29a) and (29b), respectively, (33a) and (33b) can be rewritten as:Dp
Dt
þ q1c21
1
a
Da
Dt
þr  u
 
¼ 0; ð34aÞ
Dp
Dt
þ q2c22
1
1 a
Da
Dt
þr  u
 
¼ 0: ð34bÞBy eliminating the pressure derivatives, the primitive equation for the volume fraction is found:Da
Dt
þur  u ¼ 0; u ¼ að1 aÞ
1
q2c22
 1q1c21
a
q1c21
þ 1aq2c22
: ð35ÞThis is the fifth equation in Kapila’s model. It shows that in differential form, the current model is equal to Kapila’s model.
Let us take a closer look at Eq. (35). We follow a fluid blob containing both fluids. To what extent the volume of each sep-
arate fluid in the blob will change under compression or expansion depends on the compressibilities of the fluids. The terms
1
q1c21
and 1q2c22
are the isentropic compressibilities, s1 and s2, of both fluids:s1 ¼ 1q1
@q1
@p
 
s1
¼ 1
q1c21
; ð36aÞ
s2 ¼ 1q2
@q2
@p
 
s2
¼ 1
q2c22
: ð36bÞDefining the bulk isentropic compressibility ass ¼ as1 þ ð1 aÞs2; ð37Þ
(35) can be compactly written asDa
Dt
þ að1 aÞ s2  s1
s
r  u ¼ 0: ð38Þ
Eq. (38) shows that a difference in compressibility of the two fluids (s2  s1– 0), under compression or expansion
(r  u– 0), causes a change in volume fraction. As an example, suppose the flow element expands, then r  u > 0. If fluid
1 is more compressible than fluid 2, so s1 > s2, then the volume fraction of fluid 1 must increase, DaDt > 0. Pressure equilibrium
under compression or expansion is ensured by a change in volume fraction.
Finally, as the primitive equation for the pressure it follows by elimination of DaDt from (34):Dp
Dt
þ 1sr  u ¼
Dp
Dt
þ qc2r  u ¼ 0; ð39Þ
where we have written the bulk compressibility s in terms of the bulk density q and a bulk speed of sound c. With (36) and
(37) it follows that c is implicitly defined through the harmonic mean1
qc2
¼ a
q1c21
þ 1 a
q2c22
: ð40ÞThis relation was also found and described in [10,14].
2.3.2.3. Thermodynamic work relations. We now choose to express the pressure in terms of the density and internal energy of
both fluids: p = p(e1,q1), p = p(e2,q2). It holds:Dp
Dt
ðe1;q1Þ ¼
Dp
Dt
ðe2;q2Þ: ð41Þ
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@e1
 
q1
De1
Dt
þ @p
@q1
 
e1
Dq1
Dt
¼ @p
@e2
 
q2
De2
Dt
þ @p
@q2
 
e2
Dq2
Dt
: ð42ÞWith Eqs. (29) and (31), this can be rewritten as_WT
1
aq1
@p
@e1
 
q1
þ 1ð1 aÞq2
@p
@e2
 
q2
 !
¼ Da
Dt
q1
a
@p
@q1
 
e1
þ q2
1 a
@p
@q2
 
e2
 !
þ q1
@p
@q1
 
e1
þ p
q1
@p
@e1
 
q1
 q2
@p
@q2
 
e2
 p
q2
@p
@e2
 
q2
 !
r  u: ð43ÞAgain we make use of the speed of sound of each fluid, but now with the current thermodynamic variables used in the equa-
tions of state,c21 ¼
@p
@q1
 
s1
¼ @p
@q1
 
e1
þ p
q21
@p
@e1
 
q1
; ð44aÞ
c22 ¼
@p
@q2
 
s2
¼ @p
@q2
 
e2
þ p
q22
@p
@e2
 
q2
: ð44bÞFrom (43), with (44) and primitive Eq. (35) for a, it then formally follows:_WT ¼ pDaDt : ð45ÞThe term p DaDt clearly is a rate of thermodynamic work term. It is the rate of work performed on the two-fluid interface,
which causes the interface to move such that pressure equilibrium under compression or expansion is ensured. With Eq.
(38), expression (45) for _WT can be rewritten in terms of spatial derivatives only:_WT ¼ pað1 aÞ s2  s1s r  u: ð46Þ2.3.3. Complete rate-of-work term and remarks about discontinuities
Addition of Eqs. (25) and (46) finally gives us the total rate of energy exchange per unit volume between fluid 2 and fluid
1, expressed in existing variables:_W ¼ _WM þ _WT ¼ pu  raþ ða bÞu  rpþ pað1 aÞ s2  s1s r  u: ð47Þ
The model derived so far is not valid across discontinuities, where locally the derivatives of the state variables do not ex-
ist. To allow discontinuities in the flow, jump conditions have to be derived that describe the behavior of the two-fluid flow
over a discontinuity. This is not as straightforward as it is in single-fluid Euler flow. For the present five-equation model,
jump relations are derived in chapter 6 of [28].
Our numerical treatment of the rate-of-work terms, to be presented in the next section, does not need jump conditions for
shock waves though. It makes a neat, smooth approximation of shock waves (overturned compression waves) by using an
Osher-type Riemann solver in solution space.
3. Numerical method
3.1. Equations
We consider the entire system of equations in integral form, i.e., (19) is rewritten as:@
@t
Z
X
qdXþ
I
C
F  ndC ¼
Z
X
SdX; ð48aÞwith, in 3D, writing the velocity vector in its three components, u = (u,v,w):q ¼
q
qu
qv
qw
qE
aq1
aq1E1
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
; ð48bÞ
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f ¼
qu
qu2 þ p
quv
quw
qu Eþ pq
 
aq1u
aq1u E1 þ pq1
 
0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
; g ¼
qv
qvu
qv2 þ p
qvw
qv Eþ pq
 
aq1v
aq1v E1 þ pq1
 
0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
; h ¼
qw
qwu
qwv
qw2 þ p
qw Eþ pq
 
aq1w
aq1w E1 þ pq1
 
0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
; ð48cÞ
SðqÞ ¼
0
0
0
0
0
0
_W
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
¼
0
0
0
0
0
0
pu  raþ ða bÞu  rpþ pað1 aÞ s2s1s r  u
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
: ð48dÞIn our numerical method,X is a cell-centered finite volume, fixed in space, with contour C and unit normal n = (nx,ny,nz) on
C. We proceed by describing the numerical treatment of the lefthand side of this equation, in Section 3.2, and next the right-
hand side, in Section 3.3.
3.2. Cell-face state construction and time integration
The spatial and temporal discretization is treated with well-proven numerical methods. For the evaluation of the states at
the cell faces an Osher-type approximate Riemann solver [16] is constructed, in the so-called P(hysical) variant [8]. The Rie-
mann solver gets limited higher-order accurate left and right cell-face states as input (MUSCL approach). The limiter applied
is the one of the second author [11]. It corresponds to the maximal possible extent with Van Leer’s j ¼ 13 scheme [27], within
Sweby’s TVD domain [25]. Its accuracy properties are known to be good [29]. Formally, in 1D, this MUSCL approach is third-
order accurate [11].
3.2.1. Cell-face state construction using Osher’s Riemann solver
Consider the set of transport Eqs. (18a), (22), (30), (35) and (39), and write it for the 1D case in the form@w
@t
þ AðwÞ @w
@x
¼ 0; ð49Þwithw ¼
q
u
p
b
a
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; AðwÞ ¼
u q 0 0 0
0 u 1q 0 0
0 qc2 u 0 0
0 0 0 u 0
0 u 0 0 u
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
: ð50ÞHence, the full (1D) system is hyperbolic with wave speedsk1 ¼ u c; k2;3;4 ¼ u; k5 ¼ uþ c: ð51Þ
A finite volume containing both fluids, has a single speed of sound, the bulk speed of sound. In the seven-equation model of
Baer and Nunziato [4], two different speeds of sound may occur in a single finite volume. The wave speeds (51) are the same
as in Kapila’s model [10], of course, and the same as in the reduced model of [14].
The Riemann invariants wk of the system of equations are prescribed by the following set of differential equations:dw1 ¼ du
dp
qc
; dw2 ¼ dp c2dq; dw3 ¼ db;dw4 ¼ qdaudq; dw5 ¼ duþ
dp
qc
: ð52ÞThree of the five equations, those for w1, w2 and w5, also occur in the single-fluid Euler model. The equations for w3 and w4
contain the fraction variables that are specific for this two-fluid model. The Riemann invariants w3 and w4 show again that
the mass fraction is convected with the flow, whereas the volume fraction is not.
Along the wave path in solution space, with the subpaths in P-variant ordering [8], the Riemann invariants are distributed
as shown in Fig. 2.
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expressions for the current Riemann invariants wk, along all three subpaths of the wavepath, not even for perfect gases.
For the middle subpath we can, but for the left and right subpath we can not. One could argue: why not use dw2 = ds and
dw4 = ds1 instead, with s = bs1 + (1  b)s2, as is done in [14]. Since c is a function of q and a among others, for perfect gases
already, expressions along k1,5 for q and awould have to be extracted then from si = constant with si  ln p=qcðaÞi
 
for i = 1, 2,
a coupled system of implicit algebraic nonlinear equations.
We rewrite (52) into a system of ordinary differential equations which has to be solved numerically to compute the inter-
mediate solutions qLM and qRM (Fig. 3). As independent variable for the system of differential equations, we may choose the
velocity component u. This results in:Fig. 3.
subpathdp
du
¼ qc; dq
du
¼ q
c
;
da
du
¼ u
c
; b ¼ constant; ð53Þwhere the ‘+’ sign stands for a right running wave and the ‘’ sign for a left running wave. Alternatively, we may integrate
with the pressure p as independent variable. This gives the following set of differential equations:du
dp
¼  1
qc
;
dq
dp
¼ 1
c2
;
da
dp
¼ u
qc2
; b ¼ constant: ð54ÞHere we choose to integrate the form (53). The integration is done by the standard explicit, four-stage Runge–Kutta scheme.
The differential equations to be integrated along the left and right subpaths, using the solutions qL and qR as the respective
initial solutions, are summarized in Fig. 3, together with the explicit Riemann invariant b. The middle subpath in Fig. 3 shows
the explicitly computed Riemann invariants. The latter two implyuLM ¼ uRM ¼ uM; ð55aÞ
pLM ¼ pRM ¼ pM: ð55bÞBoth uM and pM are obtained by Newton–Raphson iteration.
For 2D and 3D computations we simply follow the locally 1D approach (directional splitting). For 3D, this implies the
wave paths depicted in Fig. 4. Along the left and right subpaths, the extra Riemann invariants v (2D and 3D) and w (3D only)
appear. Along the middle subpath, only the multiplicity of the eigenvalue increases with increasing dimensionality.
3.2.2. Time integration
For the time integration, use is made of the explicit, third-order accurate, three-stage TVD Runge–Kutta scheme RK3b
from [9].
3.3. Exchange-term evaluation
For the evaluation of the righthand side of (48a),Fig. 2. Wave path in solution space, for 1D physical space, in P-variant ordering, with corresponding Riemann-invariant ordering.
Wave path in solution space, for 1D physical space, with intermediate solutions qLM and qRM, ordinary differential equations along left and right
, and explicit Riemann invariants along the three subpaths.
Fig. 4. Wave paths in solution space, for 3D physical space, with intermediate solutions qLM and qRM, ordinary differential equations along left and right
subpaths, and explicit Riemann invariants along the subpaths.
Fig. 5.
orderin
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X
_W dX ¼
Z
X
ðpu  raþ ða bÞu  rpþ pur  uÞdX; ð56Þwe need the spatial distribution of the discrete state variables. For convenience, we start by considering the 1D case. For each
of the three terms in the righthand side of (56), two qualitatively different types of contributions may arise when integrating
over a finite volume: (i) contributions from the continuous solution in the cell interior and (ii) contributions from the discon-
tinuous solutions at the two cell faces (Fig. 5(a)). The solution at the cell face is denoted by qF. The cell-face contributions can
not be ignored. This is obvious when considering the integral over, e.g., the bi-cellXi1 [Xi, in which the integral at cell face
i 12 is included and thus must be evaluated. Since the bi-cell integral can be partitioned asZ
Xi1[Xi
_W dx ¼
Z
Xi1
_W dxþ
Z
Xi
_W dx; ð57Þthis proves that cell-face contributions can not be ignored in single-cell integrals either. Eq. (57) also shows that the contri-
bution to
R
Xi1[Xi of the entire discontinuity at cell face i 12 has to be split somehow over
R
Xi1
and
R
Xi
. We proceed by pre-
senting a splitting which is consistent with the state distribution in the cell interior and at the cell faces.
At cell faces, the exchange term is not Riemann integrable. We circumvent this difficulty by making consistent use of our
Osher-type approximate Riemann solver. I.e., instead of in physical space, at all cell faces, the integration of the exchange
term is done in solution space. Per cell we make the following partitioning:Z
Xi
_W dx ¼
Z qR
i12
qF
i12
_W dqþ
Z x
iþ12
x
i1
2
_W dxþ
Z qF
iþ12
qL
iþ12
_W dq: ð58ÞOnly the second integration in the righthand side of (58) is done in physical space, for the continuous solution distribution
inside the cell, i.e., the distribution starting with qR
i12
at xi12 and ending with q
L
iþ12
at xiþ12. The first and third integration are(a)
(b) (c)
Distribution of a solution component in and around finite volume Xi (a), together with corresponding wave paths in solution space (in P-variant
g and for a subsonic flow from the left to the right), at cell faces i 12 (b) and iþ 12 (c).
6230 J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242done in solution space, along the wave paths, for all waves that propagate from both cell faces into cell Xi. This is schemat-
ically illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and (c), for the example of a subsonic flow in positive x-direction.
In both figures, thewave path in solution space has been sketched,with the subpaths in the P-variant ordering. The two sub-
paths at the right of qLM
i12
¼ qF
i12
in Fig. 5(b) correspondwith thewaves propagating from cell face i 12 into cellXi. The subpath at
the left of qRM
iþ12
¼ qF
iþ12
in Fig. 5(c) corresponds with the wave propagating from cell face iþ 12 into cell Xi. Hence, in evaluatingR
Xi
_W dx, at cell face i 12 the right runningwaves are taken into account, and at cell face iþ 12 the left runningwaves. This defines
the splitting of the exchange-term integral at a single cell face: the part of
R qRi12
qL
i12
_W dqwhich correspondswith left runningwaves
(negativeeigenvalues) contributes toXi1, and thepart correspondingwith right runningwaves (positive eigenvalues) contrib-
utes toXi. Contributions due to possible steady waves (zero eigenvalues) may be equally split over both cells.
The state distributions were already obtained in the previous section, so we can proceed by working out the integrals of
(58) in more detail.
3.3.1. Exchange in cell interior
When using a first-order accurate finite-volume approximation the state values are supposed to be constant in each cell
(Fig. 6(a)), implying that the exchange integral over the cell interior equals zero, since all first derivatives of the state variables
are zero. In our higher-order accurate spatial discretization the state variablesmay be supposed to vary piecewise linearly from
the cell average in the cell center to the corresponding cell-face values (Fig. 6(b)), causing the spatial derivatives to be nonzero.
In 1D, the integral of the exchange term in the cell interior, the second term in the righthand side of (58), can be written asZ x
iþ1
2
x
i12
_W dx ¼
Z xi
x
i12
pu
@a
@x
þ ða bÞu @p
@x
þ pu @u
@x
 
dxþ
Z x
iþ1
2
xi
pu
@a
@x
þ ða bÞu @p
@x
þ pu @u
@x
 
dx: ð59ÞGiven the linear distribution of each solution component in each cell half, this integration can be done exactly. As in 1D,
where each cell is split in two halves over which the variables are distributed linearly, similarly, in 2D each cell is split in
four surfaces over which the variables are distributed linearly, using the cell-center and cell-face-center values as interpo-
lation nodes. Similarly, in 3D the variables are distributed linearly in eight subvolumes of a cell.
3.3.2. Exchange at cell faces
As the integration parameter in solution space for the first and third integral in (58), we choose u, in consistency with the
choice of the independent variable for the system of differential equations (53). Hence, the two aforementioned integrals in
(58) can be written asZ uR
i1
2
uF
i12
_W du ¼
Z uR
i1
2
uF
i12
pu
da
du
þ ða bÞudp
du
þ pu
 
du; ð60aÞ
Z uF
iþ12
uL
iþ1
2
_W du ¼
Z uR
i12
uF
i1
2
pu
da
du
þ ða bÞudp
du
þ pu
 
du: ð60bÞBoth (60a) and (60b) are evaluated for each of the involved subpaths. Sticking to the example of Fig. 5, subsonic flow from the
left to the right at both cell faces i 12 and iþ 12, there is a contribution from the middle subpath at cell face i 12 only, i.e., to
(60a) only. Given the fact that u and p are constant across the middle subpath, the middle-subpath contribution to (60a) readsZ uRM
i12
uLM
i1
2
pu
da
du
du ¼ pMi12u
M
i12
Z aRM
i12
a LM
i1
2
da ¼ pMi12u
M
i12
aRMi12  a
LM
i12
 
: ð61ÞTo evaluate the contributions of the right and left subpaths to (60a) and (60b), respectively, we exploit the ordinary differ-
ential equations (53) that determine the corresponding Riemann invariants. This yieldsR
L
R
L
q
R
L
R
L
q
ixx xi-12 i+ 12iΩi-12 i+
1
2
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. First-order accurate (a) and second-order accurate (b) distribution of a solution component in the interior of finite volume Xi.
Table 1
Initial v
Fluid
Fluid
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i12
uRM
i12
_W du ¼
Z uR
i12
uM
i12
pu 1þ u
c
 
þ ða bÞqcu
 
du; ð62aÞ
Z uLM
iþ12
uL
iþ1
2
_W du ¼
Z uM
iþ12
uL
iþ1
2
pu 1 u
c
 
 ða bÞqcu
 
du: ð62bÞBoth integrals, (62a) and (62b), are numerically evaluated, using Simpson’s 3/8 rule along each of the subpaths. In summary,
for the example of subsonic flow from the left to the right, (60a) and (60b) becomeZ uR
i12
uF
i12
_W du ¼ pMi12u
M
i12
aRMi12  a
LM
i12
 
þ
Z uR
i12
uM
i12
pu 1þ u
c
 
þ ða bÞqcu
 
du; ð63aÞ
Z uF
iþ1
2
uL
iþ12
_W du ¼
Z uM
iþ1
2
uL
iþ12
pu 1 u
c
 
 ða bÞqcu
 
du: ð63bÞIn multi-D, the exchange at the cell faces is evaluated in the same way, with as the only difference that the role of the velocity
component u is played by the velocity component normal to the cell face.
4. Numerical results
In this section we first evaluate the physical model and numerical method presented in the foregoing for three two-fluid
shock-tube problems: two interface problems and one mixture problem. Next, more extensively, two standard 2D test cases
will be considered: the shock-bubble-interaction problems investigated experimentally by Haas and Sturtevant [7].-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
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Fig. 7. Numerical ‘‘ ” and exact ‘‘ ” solution of the translating interface problem at t = 0.1, for 200 cells and CFL = 0.45.
alues for the translating two-fluid interface problem.
q u p a b c
1 1000 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4
2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.6
Table 2
Initial values for the no-reflection problem.
q u p a b c
Fluid 1 3.1748 9.4350 100 1.0 1.0 1.667
Fluid 2 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.2
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Fig. 8. Numerical ‘‘ ” and exact ‘‘ ” solution of the no-reflection problem and the numerical solution in which the exchange terms at the cell faces are
not taken into account ‘‘ ”, at t = 0.02, for 400 cells and CFL = 0.45.
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4.1.1. Translating two-fluid interface
This first test case considers a column of dense perfect gas which pushes a column of 1000 times less dense perfect gas
from the left to the right, at uniformly constant speed and pressure. The interest of this test case lies in how well physical
model and numerical method can resolve a pure two-fluid interface. The initial conditions are given in Table 1.
Numerical and exact results at t = 0.1 are given in Fig. 7. The CFL number, given by max DtDx jkkjiþ12
 
, is set equal to 0.45 for
all three shock-tube problems. Fig. 7(b) shows that the pressure distribution is perfectly oscillation-free, as it should be. In
Fig. 7(d) it seems as if the mass fraction incorrectly resolves the location of the two-fluid interface. This is not the case. In
most cells containing both fluids b ¼ aq1q ¼ 1= 1þ 1aa q2q1
 
is close to 1 because in most of these cells 1aa
q2
q1
 1.
4.1.2. No-reflection problem
The second shock-tube case consists of a right state initially at rest and a post-shock state at the left that moves to the
right. The test case models the problem of a shock wave running through the left gas column and hitting, at t = 0, the two-
fluid interface, which is then still at rest. Again perfect gases are considered.
The initial conditions (Table 2) are such that for t > 0, the two-fluid interface and the transmitted shock wave both move
to the right, but that no reflection wave occurs. The latter wave, which also moves to the right because the flow is supersonic,
has zero strength.
Correct numerical results (blue)1 with corresponding exact results, at t = 0.02, are given in Fig. 8. The numerical pressure,
density and velocity distributions show a weak reflected wave. Computations at finer grids reveal that it disappears with1 For interpretation of color in various figures, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242 6233decreasing mesh width. In Fig. 8 still an erroneous numerical solution is plotted (green). In this solution the exchange-term con-
tributions at the cell faces, as described in Section 3.3.2, were not taken into account. The results clearly show the significance of
the cell-face contributions.4.1.3. Water–air mixture problem
The last shock-tube case is a water–air mixture problem, already considered by Murrone and Guillard [14]. This case dif-
fers from the previous two in that the complete shock tube is filled with a mixture of the two fluids, i.e., 0 < a, b < 1. A second
difference is that for one of the two fluids, water, the stiffened-gas equation of state is applied,Table 3
Values
(a) In
Left
Righ
Fig. 9.p ¼ ðc 1Þqe cp: ð64ÞInitially the shock tube is filled with an a = 0.5 water–air mixture and has a pressure in the left chamber of 104 times that of
the right chamber. All initial values are given in Table 3, together with the material properties. The dimensions of the quan-
tities q, u, p and p are kg/m3, m/s and Pa, respectively.
The numerical results, at t = 200 ls are given in Fig. 9. The present numerical results are compared with those from [14].
Both numerical solutions are in perfect agreement. Besides two-fluid interface flows, the current method is also able to sim-
ulate flows of two-fluid mixtures.for the water–air mixture problem.
itial values (b) Material properties
q u p a b c p
chamber 525 0.0 109 0.5 0.0476 Fluid 1 1.4 0.0
t chamber 525 0.0 105 0.5 0.9524 Fluid 2 4.4 6.108
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Present numerical ‘‘ ” solution for 400 cells and CFL = 0.45 and numerical solution from [14] ‘‘ ” of the water–air mixture problem at t = 200 ls.
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Fig. 10. Initial situation of the shock-bubble-interaction problem, located inside a wind tunnel.
Table 4
Gas properties and initial conditions for the shock-bubble-interaction problems.
c q u v p a b
Air 1 1.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Air 2 1.4 1.92691 0.33361 0.0 1.5698 1.0 1.0
Helium 1.648 0.25463 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
R22 1.249 4.41540 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
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The well-documented shock-bubble-interaction experiments performed by Haas and Sturtevant [7] yield excellent
benchmarks for evaluating physical models and computational methods for compressible two-fluid flows. Haas and Sturt-
evant did experiments with spherical and cylindrical bubbles. The latter are considered here.
The cylindrical bubble is filled with a gas which is either lighter or heavier than air, and which is at rest initially. The bub-
ble is surrounded by air which is at rest as well. This state of equilibrium is largely perturbed by a shock wave travelling from
the right, through the air, towards the cylindrical bubble (Fig. 10).
The shock hits the bubble. Due to the high velocity of the shock wave and the small size of the bubble (In the experiment,
the shock passes the bubble in about 104 s), the two fluids hardly mix. Immiscible, two-fluid flow models are appropriate
therefore for these benchmark cases.
The deformation of the cylindrical, two-fluid interface and the resulting wave patterns strongly depend on the kind of gas
inside the bubble. Haas and Sturtevant used helium and Refrigerant 22 (R22, a refrigerator gas) for their experiments. The
former has a speed of sound higher than that of air, the latter a lower.
We proceed by presenting and discussing our computational results. Comparisons will be made with experimental re-
sults. For reasons of computational efficiency, the domain is halved by making use of the symmetry in the flow problems.
The domain is divided into 800 	 200 rectangular cells. The numerical results in the next two sections are presented in a
window containing 420 	 148 cells, the same window size as the experimental results. The initial conditions of the different
gas states are given in Table 4. All values of the velocity components are scaled with a speed of sound of 343 m/s. The helium
is slightly contaminated with air, which explains its c-value somewhat below 53.
4.2.1. R22 bubble
R22 has a higher density and lower ratio of specific heats than air, resulting in an about two times lower speed of sound.
The lower speed of sound causes the shock in the bubble, the refracted shock, to lag behind the incoming shock (Fig. 11). Due
to the circular shape of the bubble, the refracted shock is curved. For the same reason, the reflected wave, also a shock wave,
is curved as well (Fig. 11).refracted
shock
reflected
shock
incoming
shock
interface
Fig. 11. Wave pattern for the R22 bubble.
Fig. 12. Evolution of density distribution, R22 bubble, left: shadow-photographs of Haas and Sturtevant [7], right: current numerical results, t = 55 ls (a),
115 ls (b), 135 ls (c), 187 ls (d), 247 ls (e), 318 ls (f) and 342 ls (g).
J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242 6235In Fig. 12, we give experimental results obtained by Haas and Sturtevant (the shadow-photographs) and our correspond-
ing numerical results (the color-graphs), showing density distributions. The color-graphs of Figs. 12(b) and (c) show that the
incoming and refracted shock are still connected, just as in the corresponding shadow-graphs. The incoming shock becomes
curved as well. The refracted shock becomes so much curved that pressure waves arise at the locations of strong curvature
(inside black contour line added to color-graph of Fig. 12(c)). Density and pressure strongly increase there (dark spots in
color-graph of Fig. 12(d)). The refracted shock finally focuses, resulting in a density peak of more than three times the initial
density inside the bubble and a pressure peak of four and a half times the initial pressure. Comparing the color-graphs of
Figs. 12(a) and (d), we clearly see that the bubble has been compressed and deformed. Also notice the modest numerical
spreading of the two-fluid interface. The agreement between experimental and computational results (shadow-graphs
Fig. 12 (continued)
6236 J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242and color-graphs, respectively) is very good. Note that the rather perfect circle which remains to be visible in the shadow-
graph is the remainder, on the side wall of the wind tunnel, of the initial bubble’s interface (a 0.5 lm thick nitrocellulose
membrane). At the left of the bubble, the two parts of the incoming shock, that were split at the right of the bubble, meet
and cross without affecting each other. On their subsequent paths, they remain attached to the air-R22 interface. After hav-
ing focused in the most left point of the bubble, the refracted shock expands radially as a transmitted shock (arrow in color-
graph Fig. 12(e)). A high velocity created by the transmitted shock at its central point of origin, causes the interface to bulge
out along the symmetry axis (Figs. 12(e)–(g), in both the experimental and the computational results). As the transmitted
shock travels along the interface, inward curling vortices are generated at the interface (color-graph in Fig. 12(f), and very
clearly in color-graph in Fig. 12(g)); a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, vaguely visible in the experimental results.
Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the computed pressure and volume-fraction distributions (left and right, respectively) at
four instances of time. In the pressure distributions, the location of the two-fluid interface is invisible, as it should be. In the
volume-fraction distributions, the white line indicates the initial location of the bubble. Initially, the interface is a single cell
thick. When the incoming shock intersects the interface, the latter is smeared over a few cells. At the time of volume-fraction
distribution in Fig. 13(b), the refracted shock has almost crossed the bubble. Note that the most left part of the bubble is still
in its original position then. Also note the significant compression of the bubble. Going from the volume-fraction distribution
in Fig. 13(b) to that in Fig. 13(d), the bubble slightly expands. Fig. 13(c) shows a locally thicker interface at the top (and
bottom) of the bubble. This is caused by the incipient rolling-up of the interface. In Fig. 13(d) the interface vortices are clearly
visible, and – likewise – the interface bulge along the symmetry axis.
Besides qualitative comparisons between experiment and computation, also quantitative comparisons can be made. In
Table 5, following [7], we give: (i) the speed of the incoming shock along the upper boundary of the computational domain,
cis, (ii) the speed of the refracted shock, crs, and (iii) the speed of the right side of the two-fluid interface, cui, the latter two
Fig. 13. Computed pressure (left) and volume-fraction (right) distributions, R22 bubble, t = 55 ls (a), 135 ls (b), 247 ls (c) and 342 ls (d). The white circle
in the volume-fraction distributions represents the initial bubble.
Table 5
Speeds, in m/s, of incoming shock, cis, refracted shock, crs and right side of interface, cui, as found in R22 bubble experiment [7] and computations.
cis crs cui
Haas and Sturtevant [7] 415 240 73
Quirk and Karni [18] 420 254 70
Present results 419 241 75
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Fig. 14. Wave pattern for the helium bubble.
6238 J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242both along the symmetry axis. Data are given for the three speeds found in the experiment, in the computations of Quirk and
Karni [18], and in the present computations. Table 5 shows that the current physical formulation and numerical method per-
form quantitatively accurate as well.
4.2.2. Helium bubble
The second case contains a bubble filled with helium. Helium has a much lower density and a higher ratio of specific heats
than air, resulting in a speed of sound higher than air. As a result, the refracted shock runs ahead of the incoming shock
(Fig. 14). The reflected wave is an expansion wave.
Depending on the incoming shock wave’s strength and angle of incidence onto the interface, the refraction can be regular
or irregular. Regular means that incoming wave, refracted wave and reflected wave meet at the same point on the interface.
For the R22 bubble the refraction was regular. For the helium bubble the refraction appears to be irregular; the refracted
wave intersects the interface ahead of the other waves. In the irregular case, a transmitted shock wave arises where the re-
fracted wave hits the interface. Together with the incoming shock this transmitted shock forms a k-shock (Figs. 14 and
15(a)–(c)). Due to the transmitted wave, the part of the incoming shock between the transmitted wave and the interface
is deflected. Note the physical correctness of the computational results in this respect, by comparing color-graphs and sha-
dow-graphs in Figs. 15(b) and (c). At the right of the incoming shock the transmitted wave interacts with the reflected
expansion wave, causing the transmitted wave to bend inwards (Fig. 14). In the triangular region at the right of the lower
part of the incoming wave, and bounded by the transmitted wave and the expansion wave (Fig. 14), the density becomes
very high (dark regions in color-graphs of Figs. 15(a)–(c)). Besides the transmitted shock, the refracted shock also causes
an internally reflected shock (Fig. 14). The latter is also weakly visible in Figs. 15(b) and (c). In the latter figure, the internally
reflected shock has been encircled. The evolution of the internally reflected wave is complex, it has been sketched in Fig. 16.
The subnumbers b,c and d in Fig. 16 correspond with those in Fig. 15. The secondary transmitted shock wave, located be-
tween first transmitted shock and interface, and sketched in Fig. 16(d), is weakly visible in the color-graph of Fig. 15(d) (jump
from yellow to orange). When the first refracted shock leaves the bubble, it continues through the air as a (nearly) circular
transmitted wave (Figs. 15(d)–(f)). The compression and deformation of the helium bubble are clearly visible from
Figs. 15(a)–(g). In the color-graph of Fig. 15(e), the internally reflected waves have crossed each other and appear as a
(light-blue) loop which expands towards the bubble interface. In Fig. 15(f), now also visible in the shadow-graph, the inter-
nally reflected wave has completely crossed the interface and continues through the air as a shock wave, which completely
encloses the bubble. The bubble starts to roll up (Fig. 15(g)). The rolling-up is caused by a jet along the symmetry axis at the
right side of the bubble. From Fig. 15(c) on, when the refracted shock reaches the most left bubble point, the bubble starts to
move to the left. This movement is best visible from Figs. 15(f) and (g). For this purpose, the remainders of the initial bubble,
on top of the T-shaped support structure in the shadow-graphs, can be taken as a reference.
For the helium-bubble case, pressure and volume-fraction distributions at the same instances of time are given in Fig. 17,
pressure in the left graphs, volume fraction in the right graphs. In the aforementioned triangular structure at the right of the
incoming shock’s lower part, the pressure is much higher than in the surrounding air and in the helium bubble. The evolution
of the helium bubble’s shape is perfectly shown by the volume-fraction plots. The white line indicates again the initial
bubble.
Finally, also for the helium-bubble case some quantitative comparisons can be made of wave speeds. The same speeds are
considered as for the R22 bubble. Our computed speeds show a good similarity with the other speeds, especially with those
of Quirk and Karni (Table 6).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new formulation has been derived for Kapila’s known five-equation model [10] for compressible, two-fluid
Euler flow: a five-equation model that assumes pressure and velocity equilibrium across the two-fluid interface. The current
Fig. 15. Evolution of density distribution, helium bubble, left: shadow-photographs of Haas and Sturtevant [7], right: current numerical results, at t = 32 ls
(a), 52 ls (b), 62 ls (c), 72 ls (d), 82 ls (e), 102 ls (f) and 245 ls (experiment)/ 230 ls (computation) (g).
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two fluids. The formulation differs from Kapila’s in that its fifth equation is a conservation-law-like energy-exchange equa-
tion for one of the two fluids. No equation is used to describe the topology of two-fluid interfaces. The complete system of
equations is written in integral form, which directly allows for the application of a finite-volume method and Riemann
solver.
For the energy-exchange law, two energy-exchange terms have been derived in the paper: a mechanical work term and a
thermodynamic work term. The derivation of both terms has been done for smooth flow, and physical interpretations have
been made of both terms. Formally, jump conditions also need to be derived for both terms. This has already been done by
Fig. 15 (continued)
(b) (c) (d)
Fig. 16. Schematic drawing of the waves inside the helium bubble, to clarify the color-graphs in Figs. 15b–d. The lines in the plot represent the two-fluid
interface ‘‘ ”, relatively strong pressure waves ‘‘—” and relatively weak pressure waves ‘‘  ”.
6240 J.J. Kreeft, B. Koren / Journal of Computational Physics 229 (2010) 6220–6242Wackers [28]. An advantage though of our numerical method devised for the reconstruction of the cell-face states and the
evaluation of the exchange terms is that it does not need jump conditions.
To evaluate the cell-face states for the fluxes of mass and energy (both of the bulk fluid and of one of the two separate
fluids), and the flux of momentum (of the bulk fluid only) and for the evaluation of the energy-exchange terms, an approx-
imate Riemann solver of Osher-type has been constructed. Already for two perfect gases, no explicit expressions can be
Fig. 17. Computed pressure (left) and volume-fraction (right) distributions, helium bubble, t = 32 ls (a), 62 ls (b), 82 ls (c) and 230 ls (d). The white circle
in the volume-fraction distributions represents the initial bubble.
Table 6
Speeds, in m/s, of incoming shock, cis, refracted shock, crs, and right side of interface, cui, as found in helium bubble experiment [7] and computations.
cis crs cui
Haas and Sturtevant [7] 410 900 170
Quirk and Karni [18] 422 943 178
Present results 419 956 176
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Riemann invariants can be easily numerically integrated though. The approximate Riemann solver presented perfectly suits
and serves the new formulation of Kapila’s five-equation two-fluid model. Left and right cell-face states for the Riemann sol-
ver are constructed by a limited, higher-order accurate interpolation.
The Riemann solver is also used for the evaluation of the energy-exchange terms. In a finite-volume setting, the energy-
exchange terms, which contain first-order spatial derivatives, need to be integrated over the cells, including the cell faces. At
the cell faces, the energy-exchange terms are not Riemann integrable. This difficulty is circumvented by integrating the ex-
change terms at the cell faces in solution space instead of in physical space. For this, consistent and practical use is made of
the approximate Riemann solver.
For the time integration, in consistency with the limited, in 1D third-order accurate space discretization, a third-order
accurate TVD time integrator is used; an existing, explicit three-stage Runge–Kutta scheme.
The 1D and 2D numerical results presented, show that the method performs well for both two-fluid interface problems
and two-fluid mixture problems. Physically correct solutions are obtained without any tuning or post-processing. The meth-
od is robust and accurate. Particularly from the 2D test cases, the shock-bubble-interaction problems, it appears that the
physical model and numerical method accurately resolve detailed flow features. The two-fluid interface appears to be re-
solved in accurate position and even rather sharply, despite the use of a mixture model, a model without any explicit
description of the two-fluid flow topology.
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